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Basic
Retrieving Values on Load of your Page
by Melinda Gallo
When an Page is displayed on the browser, the first event that is called is the On Load event. In this event, however, the datasources and
widgets have not yet been initialized and therefore return null.
To access the server datasources (which are datasources of type datastore class or relation attribute) after they have been initialized, you must
use the On Current Element Change event in conjunction with the getCurrentElement( ) function.
Accessing an attribute
To access a server datasource (which are datasources of type datastore class or relation attribute), you can refer to the datastore class or
relation attribute datasource by using this only in the code for an event.
To test if a particular datasource has been initialized, you can write the following code using the getCurrentElement( ) function:

if (this.getCurrentElement()!==null) {
//do something
}
In our example below, when the Page is loaded, we retrieve the value in the birthdate attribute of the person datastore class datasource to
calculate a person’s age. Once we have the person’s age, we pass it to another function to set a radio button displaying the appropriate age
group.

personEvent.onCurrentElementChange = function personEvent_onCurrentElementChange (event)
{
if (this.getCurrentElement()!==null){
birthMonth=this.birthdate.getMonth(); // get the month
birthDay=this.birthdate.getDate(); // get the day
birthYear=this.birthdate.getFullYear(); // get the year
trueAge = calculateAge(birthMonth, birthDay, birthYear);
// return with cutting the decimal values of the age
setRadioButtons(trueAge); // set the appropriate radio button in the group
}
};

Accessing the value in a widget
If you have any widgets that retrieve data from a datasource, you must also perform the same test using the getCurrentElement( ) function to
ensure that the server datasource has been initialized before accessing the value a widget displays.
For example, you can write:

personEvent.onCurrentElementChange = function personEvent_onCurrentElementChange (event)
{
if (this.getCurrentElement()!==null) {
birthday=$$('textField1').getValue();
//get the Text Input widget’s value that comes from our server datasource
}
};

Centering your Application
by David Robbins
This technical note describes a way for you to center your application so that the widgets move horizontally when you resize your browser
window. To do so, you must place all your Page’s widgets in a Container widget and write a few lines of CSS code.
Create a Container widget
To center your Page, you must first create a Container widget in which you place all your Page’s widgets. The Container widget should be the
width of the Page you want to display. In our case, the width is 900 pixels wide.
By default, our Container widget, whose ID is “container1,” has the following styles defined by Wakanda Studio.

#container1 {
width: 900px;
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height: 1000px;
top: 0px;
left: 0px;
position: absolute;
}
In Wakanda Studio, make sure that you have set the following properties in the Size & Position section of the Styles tab.

Write CSS code
To center our Container widget, you must write the following CSS code:

#container1 {
margin: 0px auto;
min-width: 900px;
max-width: 900px;
width: 100%;
right: 0px;
}
The best place to enter this code would be in the project's “application.css” file, which is automatically included with all of your Pages.
The rules above will force the Container to be exactly 900 pixels in width no matter the size of the browser window. If the window is more than
900 pixels wide, the margin setting will put equal margins on the right and left sides of the Container.
The right property overrides the setting created in the CSS file by Wakanda Studio. This property also keeps the size of the Container widget
when you expand or contract the Wakanda Studio window.
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Advanced
Implementing a Drilldown Interface in Wakanda
by David Robbins
This technical note explains how to create a drilldown interface in Wakanda. A drilldown interface shows a list of items in a single window.
When the user selects an item from the list, it show the details of that item in the window by replacing the list.
This technique is useful when you have a list of items to show and each item has interesting content associated with it.
Either you might have very little space to work with or each list item might have many details. You might need the entire window to show the
list, and again to show all the details of one item. The Wakanda Forum is a good example of a drilldown interface, requiring the whole width of
the page to list the topics and a separate page to show each post.
About the Example
This example will show you how to implement the classic drilldown interface in Wakanda. We will use the data model from the Techbase
application to show a list of tickets in a grid. When a user double-clicks on a ticket in the list, a form with the ticket details will replace the list.
Using the Tab View Widget to Move Between Pages
The Tab View widget allows you to add a tab with multiple pages that you can use to navigate on your Page. We will place a Grid widget
showing our list of tickets on the first tab, and a Form showing the details of the current ticket entity on the second tab.

At runtime we don’t want to use the tabs to navigate. Instead, we will double-click on the grid or click the “New Ticket” button to navigate to
the second tab, and click the “Save” or “Cancel” buttons to navigate back to the first tab.
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Use a Custom Style Sheet to Hide the Tabs at Runtime
The Tab View widget is made up of multiple widgets that are linked together: a Menu Bar widget, one Menu Item widget for each tab, and a
Container widget for the page. We want to hide the Menu Bar at runtime because we don’t need the user to click on the tabs to navigate.
To do this we will add a custom style sheet to our Page and set the display property of the Menu Bar to none.
In the Style Sheets area, you can add other CSS files to your Page that you can manage and whose contents you can freely modify.
To add a CSS file, click on the plus icon. A blank area appears and you can click on the icon to select a CSS file located in your project’s
WebFolder. We will add a custom style sheet named “drillDownCustom.css”.

Set the display property of the Menu Bar to none and the tabs will not be visible when our page is loaded:

#menuBar1 {
display: none;
}
Double Click on the Grid to Drill to the Detail Page
We will use the On Row Double Click event of our Grid widget to navigate to the detail page of an existing ticket.
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In the event handler we can just call the selectTab( ) method of the Tab View widget and pass it the number of the tab we want to navigate to.
Since our detail page is on the second tab we will pass “2”:

dataGrid1.onRowDblClick = function dataGrid1_onRowDblClick (event)
{
$$("tabView1").selectTab(2);
};
Adding a New Ticket
When a user clicks on the “New Ticket” button, we want to create a new ticket and display it in the detail view on the second tab.
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But we want to initialize a few attributes of our new ticket. And this logic is in the On Init event handler of our TIcket Datastore class on the
server. In this method, we set the createDate attribute to the current date, the status attribute to “open”, and set the client relational
attribute to our User entity that we loaded from querying the User dataclass with the ID property of the current session.

onInit:function()
{

// We get the user of the current session.
var myCurrentUser = currentUser();
// Now load their user entity.
var myUser = ds.User.find("ID = :1", myCurrentUser.ID); //User key field is a uuid
var myCurrentDate = new Date(); // we get the current date.
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if ((myCurrentUser !== null) && (myUser !== null)) {
this.createDate = myCurrentDate;
this.client = myUser;
this.status = "open";
} else {
return {
error : 4,
errorMessage: "Ticket cannot be created." };
}
}
So we will create a Class method on our Ticket dataclass called “newTicket”. This method will create a new ticket, and because it is being
executed on the server, it will call the On Init method to initialize the ticket and return it.

newTicket:function()
{
// Create New Ticket and Return It
return new ds.Ticket();
}
Then in the On Click event of the “New Ticket” button, we will call the newTicket() method on the server. The new initialized ticket entity will
be returned in the result property of the event object in the onSuccess callback. We can then set this new ticket as the current entity of our
ticket datasource.

newTicketButton.click = function newTicketButton_click (event)
{
ds.Ticket.newTicket({
autoExpand: "client",
onSuccess: function(event)
{
WAF.sources.ticket.setCurrentEntity(event.result);
$$("tabView1").selectTab(2);
}
});
}
Saving Our New Ticket
Once the user is presented with the detail of one ticket, they can click the “Save” button to save their changes on the server and navigate back
to the list of tickets, or “Cancel” to go back to the list of tickets without saving any changes.
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The event handler for the “Cancel” button will just call the selectTab( ) method of our Tab View widget and navigate to the first page:

cancelButton.click = function button2_click (event)
{
//Cancel ticket
$$("tabView1").selectTab(1);
};
Here is the event handler for the “Save” button:

saveButton.click = function saveButton_click (event)
{
//Save a ticket
WAF.sources.ticket.save({
onSuccess: function(event) {
/* put the current entity in the datasource's
entity collection*/
sources.ticket.addEntity(
sources.ticket.getCurrentElement()
);
$$("tabView1").selectTab(1);
},
onError: function(error) {
$$("tabView1").selectTab(1);
}
});
};
We call the save method of the TIcket datasource and pass the options parameter. Passing the options parameter causes the save method to
execute asynchronously. If our ticket is successfully saved on the server, then the onSuccess function is called and we can add the TIcket entity
to our TIcket datasource and call the selectTab( ) method of the Tab View widget to navigate back to our list.
So there you have it. This technique can be extended to any number of levels. It can be very useful for editing child records when editing a
parent detail form.

A Closer Look at the Dataprovider API
by David Robbins
The Dataprovider API is part of WAF, which includes all the APIs that are available on the client-side of Wakanda. The Dataprovider provides
you with an API that lets you work directly with entities and entity collections on the client in almost exactly the same way as you do on the
server.
When to Use It
You might use the Dataprovider API on the client if you want to feed data to another client-side JavaScript UI framework, such as Ext JS.
About the Example
In the accompanying example solution, we have a project with only one dataclass: City. What we want to do is display the list of cities in a
container. To accomplish this, we do a simple query using the Dataprovider to get an entity collection of cities. We will loop through the
collection and append the city names to a variable. Lastly, we will use jQuery to insert the variable containing the list of city names into our
container.
This technical note will show you four different ways to do this and discuss the merits of each.
Using a For Loop
In our first attempt, we will call the all( ) method (you could also use its alias allEntities( )) of the City class using the Dataprovider (ds) to load
all the cities. We pass an options object with an onSuccess callback so that the query will execute asynchronously. We do this so that the client
interface will not get locked up.
An entity collection is returned in the event object. We use a for loop to iterate through the collection calling the getEntity( ) method to
retrieve the name of the city and append it to the variable myHTML. This method is also called asynchronously.
At the end of the loop, we use jQuery to populate our container with the contents of myHTML.
But our container will only contain the first 40 city names. What happened?
The loop creates 497 callbacks each requesting a city entity. The first 40 city entities are loaded on the client in the initial query. But when we
ask for the 41st city entity, the Dataprovider does not have the entity cached and has to request it from the server. By the time the server
returns the entity, the loop has exited and we update our container with only 40 cities.

ds.City.all({orderBy:"name", onSuccess:function(event) {
var count = event.entityCollection.length;
var myHTML = '';
for (var i = 0; i < count; i++) {
event.entityCollection.getEntity(i, {onSuccess:function(event)
{
myHTML += '<p>' + escapeHTML(event.entity.name.getValue())
+ '</p>';
}});
}
$('#container13').html(myHTML);
}});
Iterating Through the Collection with forEach()
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This time, we again request all the City entities from the server. We pass an options object to perform the query asynchronously. But this time,
we iterate through the returned entity collection using the forEach( ) method.
The forEach( ) method is executed asynchronously, but it does not terminate until all 497 cities have been added to the myHTML variable.
The atTheEnd method is called when the last entity is loaded and we update our container. The only downside is that we make 12 calls to the
server.

ds.City.all({orderBy:"name", onSuccess:function(event) {
var count = event.entityCollection.length;
var myHTML = '';
event.entityCollection.forEach({
onSuccess: function(event2) {
myHTML += '<p>' + escapeHTML(event2.entity.name.getValue())
+ '</p>';
},
atTheEnd: function(end) {
$('#container2').html(myHTML);
$$('richText9').setValue(executionTime+ "ms");
}
});
}});
Iterating Through the Collection with toArray()
Next, we try yet another way to iterate through the entity collection returned by the server. This time we use the toArray( ) method, which
also successfully loads our container with all 497 cities. However, it does it in only two calls to the server.

ds.City.all({orderBy:"name", onSuccess:function(event)
{
event.entityCollection.toArray("name, ID", {
onSuccess: function(ev)
{
var arr = ev.result;
var myHTML = '';
arr.forEach(function(elem) {
myHTML += '<p>' + escapeHTML(elem.name) + '</p>';
});
('#container3').html(myHTML);
}
});
}});
Calling our Own Server-side Class Method
Lastly, we create a datastore class method in the City datastore class that returns an array of the city names.

City :
{
methods :
{
getCities:function()
{
// Return array of city names.
return ds.City.all().orderBy("name").toArray("name, ID");
}
}
}
We use the Dataprovider to call this method:

ds.City.getCities({
onSuccess: function(event) {
var myHTML = '';
var myArray = event.result;
myArray.forEach(function(elem) {
myHTML += '<p>' + escapeHTML(elem.name) + '</p>';
});
$('#container4').html(myHTML);
}
});
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This technique loads all the city names into our container and it only makes one call to the server. It turns out to be the fastest of all!
In Conclusion
Think about using the Wakanda Dataprovider API on the client when you don’t need the automatic actions of the Datasource, but pay attention
to how you use it to maximize its power.

Using jQuery and the Widgets API
by David Robbins
The Wakanda Application Framework (WAF) is the name given to the Wakanda client-side JavaScript framework. Running in the browser, the
WAF framework contains modules and APIs that let you control the client interface and access the datastore.
At runtime, Wakanda pre-loads a number of useful frameworks for you to use including: jQuery and jQuery UI. The jQuery framework is an
indispensable part of WAF that you can use in your code.
In this technical note, you will see some examples of how to use jQuery to enhance your application’s user experience.
How to Use jQuery
jQuery is a JavaScript library designed to simplify the client-side scripting of web applications. jQuery’s syntax makes it easy to navigate the
elements of an HTML document, referred to as the DOM (Document Object Model), select DOM elements, handle events, and develop Ajax
applications.
jQuery has two usage styles:
the $ functions, which are chainable and return jQuery objects
the $. -prefixed functions, which are utility functions
In this Technical Note, we will focus on the $ functions. You can typically access and manipulate DOM nodes beginning with the $ function when
called with a CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) selector string. The result is a jQuery object referencing matching elements in the HTML page.
Instance methods can then be called against this object.
Using jQuery to Set the Border Color
Let’s take a look at TechBase, a Help Desk application. We can set the borders of the Password and Repeat labels on the TechBase Sign Up form
to red when a user does not correctly repeat the password.
In the line of jQuery code shown below, we pass our selectors (where label4 is the Password’s label widget and label29 is the Repeat’s label
widget) to the $ function, and call the css method against the resulting jQuery object. We pass the property name “border” and set the value of
the border to a one-pixel, solid, red line.

$("#label4, #label29").css("border", "1px solid red");
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Submitting a Form with the Return Key
On TechBase’s splash screen, there is a Sign Up form where you can create a new user account. The user would expect to be able to submit the
Sign Up form by pressing the Return key while the cursor is in one of the input fields.
But, the TechBase Sign Up form is not an HTML form and the Return key will not automatically submit the form even though this is the behavior
the user will expect.
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We can, however, use jQuery to attach an event handler on the Text Input widgets of our Sign Up form that will call the TechBase signUp()
function:

documentEvent.onLoad = function documentEvent_onLoad (event)
{
$('#textField3, #textField4, #textField5, #textField29, #textField30').on('keyup',
function (e) {
if ( e.keyCode == 13 ){
signUp();
}
});
};
Notice that we can pass references to all the Text Input widgets in our Sign Up form in the selector parameter. We then call the .on() method to
attach event handlers to our Text Input widgets. We call the signUp() function when the user hits the Return key while the cursor is in any of
the selected Text Input widgets.
First Try Using the Widgets API
There are times when the functions in the Widgets API overlap with those in jQuery. In these cases, it is best to use the Widgets API as your first
choice so you can be compatible with future updates of Wakanda. However, depending on your needs there might be situations when jQuery
may be the better choice.
For example, in our TechBase Sign Up form say we want to set the color of the label text instead of the border when someone does not correctly
repeat their password. We can do this using the Widgets API or jQuery.
Using the Widgets API, we can set the label color to green using the following code:

var labelWidget=$$('textField4').getLabel(); //Password text input widget
labelWidget.setTextColor("green");
var labelWidget=$$('textField29').getLabel(); //Repeat text input widget
labelWidget.setTextColor("green");
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If we want to use jQuery, we can set the label color to red by writing the following line of code:

$("#label4, #label29").css("color", "red");

As you can see, jQuery accepts a wide variety of selectors that allow us to change the color of both labels in one call. The Widgets API allows us
to reference our label indirectly using the .getLabel() function once we have a reference to our Text Input widget.

Creating Modules in Wakanda
by Najib Ait Rahou
If you have ever developed a web application, your first reflex might be to separate your code into modules that suit your business logic. In this
way, you can organize functions, global settings, and constants with other modules.
In Wakanda, you can do this on the server-side in your JavaScript code by using the CommonJS API.
You can create a module that can be called from any server-side JavaScript file (including other modules), but also from client-side ones via
JSON-RPC. In this way, your code is well-organized and portable. You can also extend this idea to make an MVC design pattern in Wakanda.
Creating a Module
Creating a module is only available server-side, but the good news is that you can manage your code in JavaScript and apply a design pattern or
other architecture to better design your code.
Suppose that your user wants to use server-side functions, like the hash function, a way to calculate and manage strings, or the ability to sort an
array. In Wakanda, you can create a module named “usability” and add JavaScript files containing a shared function.
In this example, we create a module named “usability.js,” which contains a script that concatenates two strings and returns the resulting string.
We will integrate this JavaScript file into our project with the CommonJS API.
First, create a “modules” folder at the same level as your project’s “WebFolder” folder. Then, create a JavaScript file named “usability.js” and
place it in the “modules” folder.
In your JavaScript file, export your function with the keyword exports as shown below:

exports.concatString=function(inFirst, inLast) {
return inFirst + inLast;
}
Using the module server-side
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From another module, you load the module above by calling the require() function:

var usability= require('usability');
var result= usability.concatString('Hello ','world!');
Using the module client-side

From a client-side JavaScript file, if the module can be accessed via RPC to a group, you can declare the module to load and assign it the
JavaScript object to which you want it to be assigned. Here is the module above used client-side by calling the require() function:

usability.concatStringAsync({
params: ['Hello ', 'world!'],
onresult: function (rpcResult) {
result = rpcResult;
}
});
See also the RPC Example.
What about include()?
The include() function is less secure. It is similar to copying and pasting the contents of the entire JavaScript file into another JavaScript file,
but it is run in the Global scope context.
But note that when you use the include() function, any used function or variable is exposed to the global scope or can modify an existing one in
the global scope.
To give the right file path to the include() function, we recommend that you use a dynamic path as shown below:

include(ds.getModelFolder().path + 'folder/raw-usability.js');
var result = concatString('hello ', 'world');
To prevent conflicts, included files should never use more than one global variable used as a namespace:

var USABILITY = {};
USABILITY.concatString = function concatString(inFirst, inLast) {
return inFirst + inLast;
}
It would then be called in this way:

var result = USABILITY.concatString('hello ', 'world');

Debugging your Web Application
by Greg McCarvell
Debugging is an important part of developing a Web application. This technical note will give you an overview of the practical aspects of
debugging your Web application in Wakanda.
Server-side vs. Client-side
Wakanda has two distinct paradigms when debugging the following:
server-side code (datastore class methods, datastore attribute events, etc.) and
client-side code (widget events, user interface, etc.).
The most important thing to understand is that server-side scripts use Wakanda's built-in Debugger and client-side code uses outside browser
debuggers, such as Firebug and Chrome Developer tools. This distinction is important because you cannot set break points in Wakanda Studio for
client-side code.
Triggering the Debugger
To invoke the debugger in both client-side and server-side is the debugger command. To have the Debugger stop at a point in your code, you
simply call the debugger command. For example:

someButtonID.click = function someButtonID_click (event)
{
debugger; //the debugger will stop at this line and wait for your actions
};
Server-side Debugging
The Wakanda debugger will help you to debug server-side scripts and compare multiple contexts of execution. Below is a debugger instance in
full operation with reference points discussed below.
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Here is an overview of the main concepts for using the Debugger:
Breakpoints

The first concept to tackle is breakpoints. To set a point in your code where the debugger will stop executing your script, click in the gutter
beside your line number in Wakanda's Code Editor. A red "dot" appears indicating the breakpoint. (2) Breakpoints can occur on any valid line of
JavaScript code. The first break point in this example will not work because it is on a comment only line, you need valid JavaScript code for it
to operate properly.
When the server is about to execute the line of code with the breakpoint, the Debugger opens up in a new or existing window. You can cycle
through your code in a number of ways. The controls (1) allow you to continue to the next break point, abort the execution, or step to the next
line of code (executing the next line) in three ways. Step into, will step into a function being called, step out will step into a parent function
and step over will execute the line of code without following an execution chain outside of this script.
Console Area

During debugger execution, you can use the Console area (3) to execute console commands and read any console logs that you have set in
previous areas of your code by using the console.log function.
Watchers Area

The Watchers area (5) allows you to keep tabs on local variables, user-defined watch expressions (like currentUser in our example above), and
error messages. Most items in this area are expandable. Watch expressions can include any code that returns a value, such as variables,
functions, and calculations. User-defined watch expressions are the only expressions that you can remove from the Debugger.
Stacks Area

The Stacks area (4) shows different execution contexts that are currently active in the Debugger. In the example above, we use two different
browser instances to trigger two different execution contexts. You can flip between the different contexts to see the variables and code specific
to each execution cycle.
Client-side Debugging
You can choose from a wide variety of browser debuggers, but in our example, we are using Google Chrome's debugger.
On the client-side, the first step to getting the debugger operational is to open the debugger and reload the page. Below is a screenshot of the
Chrome developer tools Scripts tab:
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When you bring up the page for the first time you will see a list of embedded JavaScript files on the left side. You can set breakpoints by
clicking on line numbers much like Wakanda's Debugger. In this example, notice that embedding a debugger call also works client-side.
Watch Expressions Area

The Watch Expressions area contains watch expressions that you can add yourself, giving you real-time insight into variable values
Call Stack Area

The Call Stack is useful to see the progression of JavaScript files as well as the execution that lead to your current line of code.
Elements Tab

The Elements tab gives you a look at the DOM structure currently in place for the Page. As you expand and scroll through the DOM, the area you
are hovering is highlighted. This can be useful if you want to see how Wakanda structures your application and how IDs are generated when
using components. In the Elements tab, you can also see clearly what CSS styles are being applied and even add attributes to DOM elements
on-the-fly.

Network Tab

The Network tab is a powerful way to understand the HTTP REST API, which operates behind the scenes, and audit activity that is taking place
so you can tweak performance. You can also see how requests are being handled and which files are being transferred.
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Console Tab

The Console tab is a live mechanism allowing you to interact with your Web application. Quite often while debugging, it is quicker to use the
console to test how a function call affects your application instead of modifying your Page to trigger the call. You can adjust your interface, call
functions, and change variable values in the console.
Scripts Tab

When deeply involved in debugging a problem, you may find it helpful to also see how the WAF is interacting with your code. By default, the
WAF is bundled and optimized in one large file. Adding "?debug=1" to the end of your URL will instruct the server to keep the WAF in its original
state and serve up the original file structure. Rather than one big file, you will now get the full file structure to view.

Debugging as a Learning Tool
Debugging tools are the absolute best learning tool available to you as a developer: they allow you to dig deep into your code, understand what
is happening behind the scenes, and even improve your understanding of the WAF framework. By using the debugging tools described in this
technical note, you can experiment with JavaScript, Wakanda, and even CSS / HTML5 in a fluid and interactive manner.

Adding an HTML Tag to the Code Editor’s Snippets Extension
by Ahmed Alaoui Rajouani
This technical note instructs you how to add an HTML tag to the HTML Snippets extension in Wakanda’s HTML Code Editor.
Wakanda’s HTML Code Editor enables you to add extensions to the HTML Snippets extension, thus making coding for you even easier. In our
example below, we will show you how to add the <span> tag around a selected text without having to type <span></span> every time.
The HTML Code Editor’s Extensions folder contains a set of files that can reside in Wakanda Studio’s directory or in Wakanda’s user data.
Copy the Extensions folder
To add a new HTML tag you must first create a copy of the extension’s folder. We make a copy of the extension’s folder and modify it so that
when we upgrade Wakanda Studio, we will not lose our modifications.
To do so:
1. Make a copy of the “Snippet” folder, which is located in Wakanda Studio’s “Extensions” folder:
Wakanda Studio\Extensions\
2. Place the copy in your user data folder.
On Windows:
{Disk}:\Users\{User name}\AppData\Roaming\Wakanda Studio\
On Mac OSX:
/Users/{User name}/Library/Application Support/Wakanda Studio/
Adding an HTML Tag to the Snippets Extension
In the “Snippet” folder, there are two main files to modify:
1. manifest.json: In this JSON file, you define the properties of the action to add to the extension.
2. index.js: This file is the main entry point to extensions in Wakanda Studio. All the actions defined in the "manifest.json" are coded in this
file.
Modifying the manifest.json File

First, we must modify the manifest.json file to add the menu item, keyboard equivalent, title to display, and action name (which will later be
used in the "index.js" file).
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1. Add the action name.
We must first start by defining our action name by adding {"actionName": "html_span"} as the last menu item in the menu object as shown below
for the HTML Code Editor:

"senders": [
{
"location": "codeEditorToolbar",
"icon": "html.png",
"menu": [
{"actionName": "html_form"},
{"actionName": "html_div"},
{"actionName": "html_ol"},
{"actionName": "html_ul"},
{"actionName": "html_br"},
{"actionName": "html_p"},
{"actionName": "html_comment"},
{"actionName": "html_span"}
2. Define the shortcut, title and action for the HTML tag.
In the following section of the “manifest.json” file, you can add the following code for the "html_span" action after the "html_comment" action
as shown below:

{
"name": "html_comment",
"title": "<!— —>",
"targets":
[
{ "uti": "public.html" }
],
"shortcut": {
"shortcutKey" : "yes",
"alternateKey" : "yes",
"shiftKey" : "no",
"key" : "!"
}
},
{
"name": "html_span",
"title": "<span>",
"targets":
[
{ "uti": "public.html" }
],
"shortcut": {
"shortcutKey" : "yes",
"alternateKey" : "yes",
"shiftKey" : "no",
"key" : "n"
}
}

Modifying the index.js File

In this file, you code the action you defined in the “manifest.json” file. In our case, we will create the code for the “html_span” action. We
copied and modified the the “html_p” action and created the "html_span" one. We then included it below the"html_p" action as shown below:

actions.html_p = function html_p(message) {
var
html_p_tag;
var
selectedText;
var
new_str;
html_p_tag = "<p>$REPLACE</p>";
selectedText = studio.currentEditor.getSelectedText();
new_str = html_p_tag.replace("$REPLACE", selectedText);
studio.currentEditor.insertText(new_str);
};
actions.html_span = function html_span(message) {
var
html_span_tag;
var
selectedText;
var
new_str;
html_span_tag = "<span>$REPLACE</span>";
selectedText = studio.currentEditor.getSelectedText();
new_str = html_span_tag.replace("$REPLACE", selectedText);
studio.currentEditor.insertText(new_str);
};
Using the New <span> Tag
To see the new <span> tag in the HTML Snippets menu, you must first quit Wakanda Studio and reopen it. Below is the new <span> tag we just
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created in the HTML Code Editor.

To test the code:
1. Select some text in the HTML Code Editor.

2. Choose “<span>” from the menu or use the shortcut we defined (Ctrl+Alt+N) to see the <span> HTML tag inserted around the selected
text:

Implementing Web Components
by Greg McCarvell
Web components are an important interface element in Wakanda’s client-side framework (WAF). Aside from the most basic application
interfaces, components are a key ingredient to creating responsive and maintainable web applications.
Below are the benefits that web components bring to your web applications:
Enable you to re-use groups of interface elements and functionality throughout your project.
Help you to keep your application “lightweight” by reducing the number of DOM elements on a Page to only those you decide to load at
runtime.
Provide you with an easy mechanism to share interface elements and code between different projects and developers.
Give you a more modularized and organized code base that is less prone to errors.
Component Widget
Use the Component widget to include a Web Component on your Page.
The Component widget is a placeholder where the Page can load the web component dynamically or by default when the page is loaded.
Sizing, Positioning, and Masking

The Component widget masks internal interface elements. If the Web Component inside your Component widget is larger, portions of your Web
Component will not be accessible.
A Web Component is positioned relative to your Component widget. If you have a 30px padding at the top of your web component, the Web
Component will be displayed at 30px from the top of your Component widget.

The orange dash is the size of the Component widget and the thin dash is the size of the Web Component.
Conventions

When you create a Web Component, it is recommended that the Web Component's name be in lower camelcase, i.e., "loginDialog."
Web Components must be kept in your project's "WebFolder" folder in order to be accessed by the http server, but you can organize them into
their own folder according to your personal preferences.
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Loading a Web Component at Runtime
By default, a Web Component is loaded automatically by the Component widget when the Load by default property is selected and the path to
your Web Component is specified. At runtime, you can easily load a Web Component into a Component widget by using the loadComponent( )
function:

$$('yourComponentID').loadComponent('/folder/myComponent.waComponent');
Note: If you have a Web Component already loaded in the Component widget, the loadComponent( ) function will first remove the existing
Web Component and replace it with the new one.
Removing a Web Component at Runtime
If you need to remove a Web Component from a Component widget without replacing it, use the removeComponent( ) function:

$$('yourComponentID').removeComponent(); // yourComponentID is the ID of your Component widget
Loading a Component with UserData
In many cases it is useful to provide data to a new instance of a Web Component when it is loaded. The loadComponent() function allows you to
send parameters that can be accessed from inside the Web Component. This method requires two parameters to be sent as an object: path
(which is the path to the web component) and userData (which is an object).

$$('yourComponentID').loadComponent({path: '/folder/myComponent.waComponent', userData: {myData: 'Some value'}});
To access the userData object inside of your Web Component, you can use the following code in your Web Component's load() method:

data.userData.myValue; // this would equal 'Some value' from the example above
Creating a Component Widget on-the-fly
For the most flexibility, you can also create a Component widget on-the-fly in which to load a Web Component. This is useful for applications
that may have dynamic layouts and new menu options or tabs are added at runtime. The steps to create a component are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a <div> DOM element to be the Component widget.
Set the appropriate attributes to the Component widget's DOM element and append the DOM element to the document.
Create a new widget referencing the newly created <div> DOM element.
Call the loadComponent() method to instantiate the instance of the component.

Note: Ensure that the id of the placeholder DOM element is unique in the document.
Here is an example of how to create a Component widget and load a Web Component into it:

var componentDomElement = document.createElement('div');
componentDomElement.setAttribute('id', 'comp1');
componentDomElement.setAttribute('style', 'width:200px;height200px');
componentDomElement.setAttribute('class', 'waf-widget waf-component default inherited');
document.body.appendChild(componentDomElement);
//the same code as above in jQuery
//$('<div/>').attr('id', 'comp1').css({'width': '200px', 'height': '200px'}).appendTo('body');
var myComponentWidget = new WAF.widget.Component({
'id': 'comp1',
'data-lib': 'WAF',
'data-type': 'component',
'data-theme': 'metal inherited'
});
myComponentWidget.loadComponent('/testComponent.waComponent');
You could also write the following if you wanted to load a specific component (in our case "testComponent") by default:

var myComponentWidget = new WAF.widget.Component({
'id': 'comp1',
'data-lib': 'WAF',
'data-type': 'component',
'data-theme': 'metal inherited',
'data-path': '/testComponent.waComponent'
});
myComponentWidget.loadComponent();
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Passing Initialization Parameters
You can pass data to a Component widget that you can access on initialization. When calling the loadComponent() function, use the following
syntax:

$$('component1').loadComponent({ path: "dialog.waComponent", userData: { myParameter: "Specific data"} });
Then, in the this.load of your Component widget, you can access the userData values in the data.userData parameter.

Scripting with Web Components
by Greg McCarvell
Web Components are an essential tool in allowing you to build full-featured Web applications.There are some specific techniques and
philosophies that you will want to adhere to in order to reap the benefits of Web Components. Web Components allow you to re-use your code
and interface elements in a variety of situations. In this technical note, we will explain how to create a re-usable and quality Web Component
while also making sure it will work properly regardless of its parent Component widget.
Understanding the DOM Element IDs
Web components are designed to be a modular addition to a project and Wakanda Server has a mechanism for ensuring that IDs remain unique
when multiple Web Components are bundled into a project.
When a Page is rendered by the browser, widgets within the Web Component have IDs that prepended with the Component widget's ID. For
instance, if you name your widget "myButton" and it is part of a Web Component loaded into a Component widget whose ID is "myComponent1,"
your button's ID will be "myComponent1_myButton." If you have a web component in a web component, both Component widget's IDs will be
prepended: "baseComponent_myComponent1_myButton."
With all these hard-coded IDs, Wakanda provides you with a few tools that allow you to reference a Web Component's internal widgets without
using the Component widget's rendered ID.
Example
To illustrate proper techniques of scripting Web Components, the following example has three Component widgets with a Web Component
loaded by default.
The "comp1" Component widget with the light blue background was placed directly on the Page. The "comp1a" Component widget has a green
background and was placed inside of "comp1" along with "comp1b," which has a gray background. Each component has a corresponding text
widget with a matching ID as indicated below:

How Things Work
First, let's review the IDs that would be generated by the browser:
comp1 would have a generated DOM ID of "comp1" because it is at the page level.
comp1a would have a generated DOM ID of "comp1_comp1a" because it is contained in the "comp1" Component widget.
bComp1a would have a generated DOM ID of "comp1_comp1a_bComp1a" because it is contained in "comp1a" Component widget.
If we wanted to set the button label of the bComp1a Button widget to "ButtonText" when we clicked it, we could write the following code in the
On Click event of bComp1a:

$$('comp1_comp1a_bComp1a').setValue('Button Text');
This would work perfectly fine until we tried to place "comp1" or "comp1a" in a different part of our application or in a different project. Moving
these components would change the generated IDs and break the line of code above.
What we need to do is script our components in such a way that they remain modular and do not rely on having any knowledge of the
Component widget's outside environment.
Techniques for Creating Modularity
Fortunately, Wakanda provides us with tools to keep our web components modular. The two keys to following this golden rule of modularity are
the getHtmlId() function and the $comp variable. Each one solves specific problems, and it is important to recognize when each one should be
utilized.
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For more information regarding getHtmlId() function and the $comp variable, refer to the paragraph in the Web Component section.
getHtmlId()

The getHtmlId() function is a utility function, which is only available in the constructor of the Web Component, that returns the full DOM ID of
the local reference to a widget. This function is most commonly used to add modularity to the error prone example above:

$$('comp1_comp1a_bComp1a').setValue('Button Text');
therefore becomes:

$$(getHtmlId('bComp1a')).setValue('Button Text');
With this change, you can move this Web Component within this project or even to other projects without a problem.
$comp

You can have datasources that are local to your Component widget. If we have a datasource in the "comp1a" Component widget named
"myDatasource" and needed to remove the current element, the code we would call at the page level would be:

sources.myDatasource.removeCurrent();
Datasource IDs are also generated when the Component widget is rendered on the Page so your datasource's ID if it were placed in the "comp1a"
Component widget is now "comp1_comp1a_myDatasource." Therefore, the example above would have to be written as follows:

sources.comp1_comp1a_myDatasource.removeCurrent();
Unfortunately, this would break if the Component widget's context was changed within the project. Therefore, $comp solves this problem by
providing you a direct reference to the Component widget without knowing the context for your Component widget. The line above can be
rewritten as follows:

$comp.sources.myDatasource.removeCurrent();
Placement of your Code in the Component
When you create a Web Component, a JavaScript file ("myComponent.js") is generated created by default with comments indicating where to
place code.
Component

This area follows the line of code "(function Component (id) {". This section of code is common to all Web Components. You may have several
instances of the same Web Component, but everything in this area of the script is common for each one. Therefore, all variables that you define
in this area can be changed once and then be reflected in all the instances of the Web Component.
Constructor

This area follows the line of code "function constructor (id) {". The constructor allows you to create new properties for the web component by
defining functions in this block of code. An example of a function in the constructor of "comp1a" might be:

this.doSomething = function(value){
//change something in the component
}
Then from the page level, you could call this function from within the Component widget with one line of code:

$$('comp1_comp1a').doSomething (value);
Important Note: This line does not break the rules of modularity, the rule only applies in one direction.
this.load

This area follows the line of code "this.load = function (data) {". This section of code executes when the Web Component is loaded on the Page.
Specific Scenarios
Sharing Common Variables between Web Components of the Same Type
If you have created a Web Component that you plan to re-use, you can share variables among all instances of that Web Component. Perhaps it is
an interface element that needs to have a common variable in all cases or a setting specific to the Web Component. If you create a function in
the constructor that changes a value declared in the component area, it will change the value in all Web Components of that type, not just the
Web Component of which you invoked the function, when you execute the function in one Web Component.
Working Between Different Web Components
If you have two Web Components in the same application, it becomes more difficult to execute operations between the Web Components in a
way that keeps the web components modular. The most effective way to reference another Web Component is with the ID generated by
Wakanda Server. As previously explained, referencing this can make your code brittle should you decide to redesign your widget hierarchy down
the road. A possible method to lessen the impact would be to create a namespace and keep an object array mapping generic reference names
to full URL paths.
For example, you could do the following in your application's On Load event:
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MYAPP = {}; //create a namespace for your application
MYAPP.map = {}; //create a mapping object to hold shortcuts
MYAPP.map.regForm= "comp1_comp1a_regForm"; //set the short mapping reference to the current fully generated ID
Then, in the application when we want to reference the "regForm" Web Component, we could just use $$(MYAPP.map.regForm) and the full ID
will be inserted. Using this method when we update our application, we only need to update our full ID in one place.

Using RPC to Call a Server-side Method
by Saad Mousliki
With RPC (Remote Procedure Call), you can call a server-side method, thus allowing your client-side code to execute a function defined in a
server-side JavaScript file.
The RPC requests and responses are in JSON format, which is why this Wakanda service is called JSON-RPC. The server-side portion is based on
CommonJS architecture, so each remote function should be in a module (which must be a JavaScript file located in the Modules folder).
The server-side functions (modules) using RPC can use all the JavaScript modules implemented in Wakanda’s SSJS API: Datastore, File, Storage,
etc.; however, they cannot access a client-side JavaScript object: widgets, local datasources, etc.
So in this technical note, we will learn how to write and configure an RPC module, add permissions and call the server-side functions in
synchronous and asynchronous mode.
For more information about using JSON-RPC services, refer to Using JSON-RPC Services.
Creating an RPC Module
To create an RPC module:
1. In your project, create a new folder named, “Modules”.
2. Add a new JavaScript file to the folder and name it “MyRPCmodule.js”.
3. Use exports to add a function that will contain the remote processing that you need to call from the client side. For example:

// this function return true if a passed parameter is null and false if not.
exports.isNull = function(param){
return (param==null)?true:false;
};
Note: You don’t have to specify the JavaScript file's role as an RPC Function.
Configuring the RPC module client-side
For one of your Pages, configure the RPC module:
1. In the Module property enter the name of the module. In our case, enter MyRPCmodule (without the .js extension).
2. Enter any name as the Namespace.

Adding Permissions to the RPC Module
Open the Permissions file for your project (the file named “myProject.waPerm”) and add the following line in the <permissions> property:
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<allow type="module" resource="MyRPCmodule" action="executeFromClient" groupID="" />
Without specifying a groupID, the module will be accessible by all users.
Calling the Server-side Method
You can call the server-side method in either synchronous or asynchronous mode:
To make the call synchronously, add a button to your Page and add the following code to the On Click event:

button1.click = function button1_click (event)
{
//synchronous call
var test = "Wakanda";
var result = NameSpace1.isNull(test);
console.log(result);
};
To test the code, run the page and click on the Button widget. The result returned by the server will be displayed in the Console.
To make the call asynchronously, you add another button to your Page and add the following code to the On Click event:

button2.click = function button2_click (event)
{
// asynchronous call
var test = null;
NameSpace1.isNullAsync({
'onSuccess': function (result) {
console.log(result);
},
'onError': function (error) {
console.log("Error");
},
'params': [test]
});
};

Writing Unit Tests in Wakanda
by Ouissam Gouni
Writing unit tests is an important task when developing an application. Wakanda provides you with a module (in the form of a service) that you
can use to execute unit tests for your server-side and client-side JavaScript files.
Activating Unit Tests in your Project
To activate the "Unit Test" service, you must first add the following line of XML code in your project's .waSettings file:

<service name="unitTest" enabled="true" autoStart="true"/>
Writing a Unit Test
To write a unit test, it must follow these rules:
The object must be named "testCase".
The first attribute in the object is the name of your set of unit tests.
All subsequent attributes are functions.
Here is an example of a unit test:

var testCase = {
name: "testCaseName",
testFails: function() {
Y.Assert.isFalse(true);
},
testPasses: function() {
Y.Assert.isFalse(false);
}
};
For more information on YUI, which is what the unit test in Wakanda is based on, refer to the YUI Test documentation.
Executing a Unit Test
You can execute either a server-side or client-side JavaScript file in the following manners:
Server-side JavaScript file from Wakanda's Code Editor,
Server-side JavaScript file from the browser, or
Client-side JavaScript file from the browser.
SSJS from Code Editor

When executing a unit test on a server-side JavaScript file from Wakanda Studio, you can include the following line to display the report in the
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output area of Wakanda's Code Editor:

require("unitTest").run(testCase).getHtmlReport();
The output appears as shown below:

Note: If you would like a simpler output, you can use the getReport() function instead.
SSJS from the Browser

From your browser, you can test your server-side JavaScript file by using the "testServer" request handler and passing two parameters (the
second one is optional and by default is set to "html"):
SSJSFile is equal to your server-side JavaScript file, i.e., "myUnitTests.js".
Format can be either html, json, or xml. By default the format is HTML.
The syntax is as follows:
http://127.0.0.1:8081/testServer?path=SSJSFile&format=Format
For example:
http://127.0.0.1:8081/testServer?path=myUnitTests.js
The output appears as shown below in the browser:
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CSJS from the Browser

From your browser, you can test your client-side JavaScript file by using the "testClient" request handler and passing the path to the CSJS file in
the CSJSFile parameter. In the CSJS file, you only write the unit tests.
The syntax is as follows:
http://127.0.0.1:8081/testClient?path=CSJSFile
For example:
http://127.0.0.1:8081/testClient?path=WebFolder/csjs-test.js
The output appears as shown below in the browser:

Localizing Strings for Label Widgets
by Erwan Carriou
When creating a Web application, it is often necessary to localize the labels for widgets on your Page. This technical note explains how you can
include a flexible system that allows you to search for the text in a widget's associated label widget and replace it with the text for the desired
language.
This technique can be used for all the widgets that have a Label property, like:
Checkbox
Combo Box
Container
File Upload
Frame
Grid
Icon
Image
Image Button
Progress Bar
Radio Button Group
Slider
Text
Text Input
WYSIWYG Editor
How to Implement the Localization System
In our example, you must do the following:
Create a client-side JavaScript file that includes the translations and the function that will replace the texts to localize. (You can, of
course, divide this into multiple files if you prefer.)
Include the client-side JavaScript file above with each Page.
Defining the label to localize for each widget.
Creating a Client Side JavaScript File

In a client-side JavaScript file, we create the "localization" namespace in which we create an object that contains the translations per language.
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At the end of the file, we have a function called changeLanguage that searches the Label widgets for all the widgets on the page, finds the
localizable text (which we have defined in curly brackets), and replaces it depending on the selected language.

var localization = {
selectedLanguage : "en", //by default we define English as the default language
translations : {
"fr": {
"{lastName}": "Nom",
"{firstName}": "Prénom",
"{address}": "Adresse",
"{city}": "Ville",
"{country}": "Pays",
"{zipCode}": "Code postal",
"{telephone}": "Téléphone",
"{language}": "Langue"
},
"en": {
"{lastName}": "Last Name",
"{firstName}": "First Name",
"{address}": "Address",
"{city}": "City",
"{country}": "Country",
"{zipCode}": "Zip Code",
"{telephone}": "Telephone",
"{language}": "Language"
}
},
//widgets have not yet been created by WAF
//use jQuery to modify the HTML
changeLanguage:function (language) {
$('[data-label]').each(
function() {
var translatedValue = localization.translations[language][$(this).attr("data-label")],
//translated value of the text
label = "";
if (translatedValue) {
label = $("[for=" + $(this).attr("id")+ "]");
//get the ID of the widget that has this label widget attached to it
label.text(translatedValue);
//swap the text of the label with the translated text
}
}
);
}
}
localization.changeLanguage(localization.selectedLanguage);
//call the function to localize all the label texts
Including the JavaScript File to each Page

For this localization system, you must include the client-side JavaScript file containing the translations and the changeLanguage function for
each Page as shown below:
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Defining the Label to Localize

On the Page, you must enter the appropriate localization tag (the text we defined in curly brackets) for the Label property:

The text defined in curly brackets must be declared in the localization JavaScript file we created earlier. For example, we have written the
following for the Text Input widget for the First Name attribute:

"{firstName}": "First Name"
And in French, we wrote:

"{firstName}": "Prénom"
Example
In our example, we have the following form with a language Combo Box at the top to select a different language:
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When you select another language from the Combo Box, the Label widgets for the various widgets are translated into the selected language:

The code in our "languageCB" Combo Box widget (whose static values are "fr" and "en" for French and English) is the following in the On Change
event:

localization.changeLanguage($$('languageCB').getValue());

On Sort and On Query Methods for Calculated Attributes
by Greg McCarvell
Calculated attributes allow you to maintain consistent and predictable values based on data in one or more attributes of your datastore class.
The On Get and On Set methods allow you to get and set the calculated value based on other attributes in the datastore class. The On Sort and
On Query methods allow you to tell Wakanda that the sorts or queries on a calculated attribute need to be replaced by other sorts and queries
that you define.
Example
In our example, we have a Person class with the fullName and age attributes as calculated attributes.

On Sort
When you create an On Sort method for a calculated attribute, the guided model generates the following code snippet where the "ascending"
parameter is already defined for you.

onSort:function(ascending)
{
// Add your code here
}
The "ascending" parameter is a Boolean value that indicates the order of the sort: ascending (true) or descending (false). In the On Sort method,
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you return the attribute and order parameters, e.g., "birthday desc" to indicate how the sort for the calculated attribute should be performed.
In our example, when you want to sort the people by age, you would sort the birthdays in the reverse order. The older the person, the farther in
the past his/her birthday would be.
In this case, you would write the following for the age calculated attribute in the On Sort method:

onSort:function(ascending)
{
if(ascending){
return'birthdate desc';
} else {
return'birthdate asc';
}
}
In Wakanda, when you write the following code:

ds.Person.orderBy("age desc");
Actually the following code is inserted to substitute it:

ds.Person.orderBy("birthdate asc");
The Grid below demonstrates how the age of of the person is sorted by the birth date. The most recent the birth date is at the top.

The same is true for sorts that have multiple arguments. If one of the arguments is a calculated attribute, it will be substituted by the value
returned in the calculated attribute's On Sort method.
On Query
Similar to On Sort, the On Query method substitutes the element pertaining to the calculated attribute with the data you return. The On
Query method recieves two parameters: compOperator (the comparison operator) and valueToCompare (the value to compare). The On Query
method is useful for the fullName calculated attribute in our example. Without specifying an On Query method the following line would only
return the people whose first name starts with "w":

ds.Person.query('fullName = :1', "w*");
Instead, we would like to return the people whose first name or last name begins with a "w." To do so, we could create the following On Query
method:

onQuery:function(compOperator, valueToCompare)
{
return "firstName " + compOperator + valueToCompare + " || " + "lastName " + compOperator + valueToCompare;
}
If we write the following query:

ds.Person.query( 'fullName = :1', "w*" );
It will be substituted by:

ds.Person.query("firstName =w* || lastName =w*" );
Just like the the On Sort method, only the portion of the query pertaining to the calculated attribute is substituted.

Adding Functions to Widgets
by Greg McCarvell
Wakanda provides you with robust widgets and an extensive API. Beyond the functionality Wakanda provides, you can also add your own
functions to all widgets or a specific widget. In this technical note, we show you how to add a function to:
The Widget class, therefore accessible by all widgets.
A specific widget class.
Adding a function to the Widget class
Your first option is to add a function to the prototype of the Widget class. By doing so, your function will be applied to every Wakanda widget
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regardless of its type.
For example, you can write the following to add the "alertMyInfo" function for all the widgets in Wakanda:

WAF.Widget.prototype.alertMyInfo = function(greeting){
alert(greeting + "! This widget's ID is " + this.id + " it is a " + this.kind + " widget." );
//At runtime, this.id returns the widget's ID and this.kind returns the widget's type
}
Note: For more information about the properties common to all widgets, like this.id, refer to the Widget class in the Widgets API
documentation.
Adding a function to a specific Widget class
Generally, you will want to add a function to the prototype of a specific widget's class. In our example below, we add the "buttonAlert" function
to the Button class, which means that you can access it from any Button widget on your Page:

WAF.widget.Button.prototype.buttonAlert = function(message){
alert(message + '!\nYou just clicked on the button whose title is ' + this.config["data-text"] + '.');
}
Note: For more information about the properties common to all widgets, like this.config["data-text"], refer to the Widget class in the Widgets
API documentation.
Where to place these functions
The best place to save this code is in a separate JavaScript file that you later include in each of your Pages. We suggest saving this file into the
WebFolder's "scripts" folder.

Implementing a Delete Selection in a Grid
by David Robbins
This technical note will show you step-by-step how to implement a function that allows you to delete the selected rows in a Grid widget. There
is no method available from the client to allow you to remove multiple entities; the remove( ) method in the Dataprovider API allows the client
to delete one entity from the datastore at a time.
About our example
Our application displays a company list in a Grid widget with the related employees for each company displayed in another Grid. Users can
select one or more companies in the Grid. The Delete Selection button sends the list of highlighted companies to be deleted to the server.
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In the example below the getSelectedRows( ) method returns the following values in an array: [1, 2, 4].

When you click on the Delete Selection button, the selected companies (if they don’t have any related employees) will be deleted. The new
collection of companies will be displayed in the Grid, and any entity that could not be deleted will be highlighted.
Steps
To implement this technique, you must do the following:
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1. Set the Selection mode for your Grid to “Multiple” so that a user can select one or more entities. In our case, we did this for the Company
Grid. The other Grid is only to display the employees in each company since we are not allowing a company to be deleted if it has any
employees.
2. Create a collection method for your datastore class. In our example, we have created one for the Company datastore class, called
deleteSelected().
3. Add a Button widget to the Page with the two Grids and call the collection method from the On Click event by passing to it the Grid's
selected rows.
Creating a Collection Method on the Server
We first create a collection method named deleteSelected in our Company datastore class and set its scope to public so that we can call it from
the client.
The deleteSelected() method is passed an array of row numbers (theSelectedRows) that correspond to the rows selected by the user.
Here is the code for our deleteSelected() method:

deleteSelected:function(theSelectedRows)
{
//this contains our current company collection.
var currentCompanyCollection = this;
//Create two empty collections.
var deleteCollection = ds.Company.createEntityCollection();
var xDeleteCollection = ds.Company.createEntityCollection();
//Iterate through the selected rows passed in from the client
//to populate the delete collection.
theSelectedRows.forEach(function(rowNum) {
deleteCollection.add(currentCompanyCollection[rowNum]);
});
//Remove selected companies - if rejected add to our
// xDelete collection.
theSelectedRows.forEach(function(rowNum) {
okToAddToDeleteCollection = true;
try
{
currentCompanyCollection[rowNum].remove();
}
catch (err)
{
xDeleteCollection.add(currentCompanyCollection[rowNum]);
}
});
//The delete collection minus the rejected delete requests.
var validDeleteCollection = deleteCollection.minus(xDeleteCollection);
//Return our updated company collection.
return currentCompanyCollection.minus(validDeleteCollection);
}
The this object contains the current collection for the Company datastore class, mirroring the collection on the client.
Next, we create two empty collections: deleteCollection and xDeleteCollection. We loop through the selected rows array (theSelectedRows)
and fill deleteCollection.
Then, we iterate through the selected rows array again to remove each company from the current company collection. If the remove() method
is rejected by the Company dataclass’s On Remove event, we add the entity to xDeleteCollection.
We update our Company collection and return it to the client. We take deleteCollection minus xDeleteCollection, which returns us a collection
of all the company entities that were actually deleted.
Finally, if we subtract this resulting collection from our current company collection we have the collection to return to the client.
Calling this method from the client
On the client, we will call this method when the user clicks the Delete Selection button:

button4.click = function button4_click (event)
{
//Keep an array of the IDs of the companies to delete.
var companyIDs = WAF.sources.company.getIDs();
//In the callback of the deleteSelected method we will see if any of these IDs
//
are returned in the collection and highlight them and inform the user.
var selectedEntityIndexArray = $$('dataGrid1').getSelectedRows();
var selectedCompanyIDs = [];
$.each(selectedEntityIndexArray, function() {
selectedCompanyIDs.push(companyIDs[this].ID);
});
WAF.sources.company.deleteSelected({
onSuccess: function(evt) {
WAF.sources.company.setEntityCollection(evt.result);
//Highlight Rows of Selected Companies that could not be deleted.
errorRows = [];
var companyIDs = WAF.sources.company.getIDs();
for (var i = 0, len = companyIDs.length; i < len; i++) {
$.each(evt.userData.selectedCompanyIDs, function() {
if (this == companyIDs[i].ID) {
errorRows.push(i);
}
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});
}
//If we found some rows that did not get deleted select them
//
and display message to the user.
if (errorRows.length > 0) {
$$('richText4')
.setValue("The highlighted companies could not be removed.");
$$('dataGrid1').setSelectedRows(errorRows);
} else {
$$('richText4')
.setValue("Your selection has been removed on the server.");
$$('dataGrid1').setSelectedRows();
}
},
userData: {selectedCompanyIDs: selectedCompanyIDs}
},$$('dataGrid1').getSelectedRows());
};
When we call our deleteSelected method, we pass two parameters to it.
The first parameter is an options block containing our onSuccess property to which we assign a callback function. The deleteSelected() method
will be executed asynchronously, leaving our client interface unlocked. Wakanda Server will execute the deleteSelected() method and return
the updated Company collection to the callback function in the result property of the evt object (evt.result).
The second parameter will be an array of the selected rows returned by the Grid widget’s getSelectedRows( ) method.
The updated company collection will be returned to the onSuccess callback of our deleteSelected() method in evt.result. We can call the
setEntityCollection( ) method on our company datasource to update our collection.
The last thing we do in the onSuccess callback is highlight any companies that could not be removed from the server.
Highlighting the entities that could not be deleted
We have to return an updated company collection from our deleteSelected() method on the server. At this time, we cannot include the
company collection as part of a more complex object so to highlight the companies that could not be deleted, we need to write some code on
the client.
Before we call the deleteSelected() method, we create an array of the unique IDs for the company entities selected by the user. We pass this
array into the callback using the userData property in the options object.
When our onSuccess function is called, we iterate through the company IDs of our current collection. If any of these IDs match the IDs of the
companies originally selected for deletion, we push their row position into the errorRows array. After iterating through the current company
IDs, if errorRows has any elements, we pass them to the company Grid widget’s setSelectedRows( ) method to highlight the rows in the Grid.
Why not just use remove() to delete a collection?
On the server, you can execute the remove( ) method on a collection as well as an entity, but we opted for a different solution because if we
have the following code in our onRemove event, the deletion of the entire entity collection will be refused and an error will be returned.

onRemove:function()
{
//Don’t delete a company with employees.
if (this.employees.length > 0) {
return {error: 100, errorMessage: "You cannot delete a Company that has employees."};
}
}
We wanted to be able to delete the entities that we can and highlight the ones that couldn’t be deleted.

Client-side Event System
by Greg McCarvell
Wakanda provides many built-in features for managing events and data. Datasources, widget events, and Page events all make for a good
structure for most Web applications. There are times, however, when a developer may want to set up a custom event management system on
the client. An event system can help you decouple your code to improve maintainability and increase accuracy in situations where many areas of
your application need to respond to specific changes. This technical note describes one approach that you can use for this purpose.
Resources
Included with this technical note is a sample solution and project, containing all the files described below along with a Page implementing many
of the ideas. [Download the sample solution]
appEvents.js: This JavaScript file is the core of our event system. It defines a global object, manages the event list, and triggers
functions in listener objects. The code in this JavaScript file is considered experimental currently and should be tested prior to
implementation in a production application.
widgetExtensions.js: This JavaScript file adds functionality to the WAF.Widget class, which is explained in the "Adding Functions to
Widgets" technical note. The AppEvents system listeners call functions added to the widgets to the prototype of the Widget class.
readme.txt: This file contains a summary of the examples that have been implemented in our sample project.
What is the Purpose?
Programming based on events allows you to keep the code in different sections of your application loosely coupled. You can edit individual
listeners or dispatch events without needing to change code in other areas of your code because they work independently.
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Dispatching Events: This system provides a centralized place to broadcast event notifications: you trigger an event in one place and every
element in your application that is concerned by the event is notified and can respond appropriately.
Listening for Events: As the developer, you assign a listener for each situation to which you would like to have your widget respond. An
event can occur when data is modified, when a user inputs data, or when a certain amount of time has elapsed. Each dispatched event
may have multiple listeners.
How it Works
The first step to getting this system running is to include the appEvents.js file in your Page.
The appEvents.js file creates a global object named AppEvents, which has four external functions:
addListener(domID, eventName, functionName, listenerData)
removeListener(domID, eventName)
dispatchEvent(eventName, dispatchParam)
declareEvent(eventName, eventData, eventFunction)
The domID parameter is the widget ID on which you want to execute the function. The system calls $$(domID).functionName(dispatchData,
listenerData, eventData)
Listeners
To begin the event system, you must first add a listener to a widget by specifying the event name. You can also remove a listener from a widget
by specifying an event, from a widget for all events, and for all specified events.
Adding a Listener

In order to have a widget or component listen for an event, you need to register a listener for that widget. Typically, this code would be placed
in the On Load event of the Page where the widget is located. For example:

var listenerIndex = AppEvents.addListener("fullWidgetID", "eventName", "functionName", "listenerData");
Here are the parameters for the addListener() function:
fullWidgetID: The widget's ID. If the widget is in a Component widget, make sure to use the getHtmlId() function.
eventName: A string containing the name of the event to which you want to subscribe the widget. When triggering an event, the system
locates the listeners based on the event name, which is the event's ID.
functionName: When the "eventName" event is dispatched, it calls functionName in the fullWidgetID using:
$$('fullWidgetID').functionName(dispatchData, listenerData, eventData)
listenerData: In this parameter, specify data that will be passed back to the listening function when it is executed. See the dispatching
section for more information.
listenerIndex: Returns the index of the element created in the AppEvents.listener array.
Removing a Listener

You can remove a specific listener for a widget in the following manner:

var success = AppEvents.removeListener("fullWidgetID", "eventName");
You can also remove all listeners for a widget by not including the eventName parameter.

var success = AppEvents.removeListener("FullWidgetID");
Likewise, you can pass null as the widget ID to remove all listeners for one event:

var success = AppEvents.removeListener(null, "EventName");
Here are the parameters for the removeListener() function:
fullWidgetID: The widget's ID. If the widget is in a Component widget, make sure to use the getHtmlId() function (refer to the Web
Component chapter in the GUI Designer manual).
eventName: A string containing the name of the event to which you want to unsubscribe the widget.
success: Returns true if the listener was removed successfully.
Events
An "event" is a generic term to describe data changing, time elapsing, a component loading or anything else happening in your application.
Here is an example of a typical programmatic flow:
1. An event is declared with an event name, event data, and an event function. This step is optional, but required if you want the
functionality of event data and event function.
2. Listeners are created in the application (perhaps several places) that subscribe to the declared or undeclared event.
3. You dispatch events in your code where appropriate (when a data source changes, component loads, etc.).
4. The system then cycles through all the event listeners, finds listeners whose event name matches the dispatch call and
calls the event function (if defined) in the format functionName(event, dispatchData). It is recommended that you define your
event function in the AppEvents namespace.
calls the listener function for each listener in the format $$('listenerWidgetID').listenerFunctionName(dispatchData, listenerData,
eventData); You will need to ensure these functions are available in your widget or Web Component.
5. The system returns to the original call an array with a list of all widgetIDs that responded to the dispatch.
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Dispatching an Event

To notify all subscribers of an event, you use the dispatchEvent() function. You can trigger an event from any part of your application and have
other areas respond according to your plan:

var listeners = AppEvents.dispatchEvent("eventName", "dispatchData");
Here are the parameters for the dispatchEvent() function:
eventName: The name of the event. The dispatchEvent() function searches for all event listeners with this event name.
dispatchData: Data will be passed to the listener's functionName as the first parameter.
listeners: An array of widget IDs that were listening to the dispatched event.
If the event was previously declared, the dispatchEvent() function runs the event function once with eventName and dispatchData sent as
parameters. Next, it goes through all the listeners, looks at the fullWidgetID and functionName, and calls the function with three parameters:

$$('fullWidgetID').functionName(dispatchData, listenerData, eventData);
The dispatchData, listenerData, and eventData parameters can be used to pass information back and forth between the event participants. For
instance, when you dispatch an event, you might send along data with the dispatch to communicate to another component or widget. Likewise,
when setting a listener, you can define data that will be available in the listener's function using listenerData. The eventData is mostly intended
to be "settings" data that remains with the event and could be used for static data, counters, or other purposes. dispatchData, listenerData, and
eventData can all be objects or a simple data type.
Declaring an Event

Declaring an event is not required; however, you can use the declareEvent() function to define additional functionality for an event. If you do
not declare an event, the eventData and eventFunction are not specified or executed because they do not exist.

event = AppEvents.declareEvent('eventName', 'eventData', eventFunction);
Here are the parameters for the declareEvent() function:
eventData: This data could be used in many ways. You could utilize it inside the eventFunction or you could update this data when an
event is dispatched (perhaps as a counter).
eventFunction: This function is executed before any event listener functions are executed. When executed the function is passed two
parameters, the event from the events array and the dispatchData from the call to dispatchEvent. It is recommended that you define
your event function in the AppEvents namespace.
event: Returns the event that was created.
For example:

AppEvents.myFunction = function (event, dispatchData) {
alert("Dispatch data was passed: " + dispatchData.property1 +
" and " + dispatchData.property2)
// do something before listener functions execute
}
eventIndex = AppEvents.declareEvent('eventName', {property1: "event data",
property2: "more data"}, AppEvents.myFunction);
Removing an Event

The removeEvent() function will remove a declared event and all of its associated listeners.

success = AppEvents.removeEvent('eventName');
Here are the parameters for the removeEvent() function:
eventName: The name of the event to remove
success: Returns true if the function executes
AppEvents.listeners and AppEvents.events

Internally, the AppEvents.listeners is an array that stores all of the listeners for retrieval and action.
The AppEvents.events array stores all of the declared events. You can modify and manipulate this array at any time, if you choose.
Examples of Usage
There are a few ways that you might want to utilize this flexible event architecture. Below are a few ideas:
Built-in Widget Functions
If you had a button that you wanted to change the title of when an event happens based on the dispatchData, you would add the listener to
your Page's or Component's On Load event:

AppData.addListener('button1', 'eventName', 'setValue');
// when eventName is dispatched this would call
$$('button1').setValue(dispatchData)changing the button's text
Custom Widget Functions
You can add a function to the prototype of the WAF.Widget class or a particular widget and pass it to the addListener's parameter
functionName. For more information on how to add this type of function, please refer to the "Adding Functions to Widgets" technical note.
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Custom Component Functions
You can pass a function that you added to a component's constructor in the addListener's parameter functionName. For more information, refer
to the "Scripting with Web Components" technical note.
Other Ideas
The number of ideas on how to use this client-side event system are endless; however, here are just a few:
You could dispatch an event when a component is finished loading by putting the following code in the onLoad function of the component:

AppData.dispatchEvent('componentLoaded', this.id);
// would execute the assigned function of all listeners with this.id
as the first parameter
Let's say that you have two (or several) datasources bound to the Person datastore class. It might be useful to subscribe to changes of the
other datasource in both datasources and then trigger an update sequence through a dispatch in the datasource's On Element Saved
event. You could send the entity in the dispatch data (or the entity ID) and only update the entity in the other datasource if needed.
You could create a listener for a widget from a completely different object. For instance, if you had two Web Components, you could add
a listener with data that is different in each Web Component and have the same widget as the listener target. The listener function could
use listener data to respond differently to the dispatched event from each of the two different components.
You can add a listener dynamically by doing so when the user clicks a button or when a function is executed.
Disclaimer: Error checking and reporting in AppEvents.js has not been implemented in any fashion. I have not tested the results of leaving
parameters undefined, blank, or other unless it is specifically mentioned in this technical note.

Cache Directory Calls to Improve Performance
by David Robbins
The methods of the WAF Directory API are used to implement and manage user authentication functionality in your Wakanda Web applications.
But it is important to know that Directory calls, while providing important functionality, do come with a cost.
In this Technical Note you will see how the performance of the "Paid Time Off" application was improved by caching calls to the Wakanda
Directory.
Before Optimization
In the Paid Time Off application, each user is assigned to a Wakanda Directory Group at login. As the user navigates the User Interface,
elements are enabled or disabled based on the group to which a user belongs.
For instance, there is an event handler on the PTO datasource that fires each time the user selects a PTO request from the Grid displaying the
list of the PTOs. This event handler calls the Wakanda Directory to determine if the status Combo Box widget should be hidden or shown:

pTO_RequestEvent.onCurrentElementChange = function pTO_RequestEvent_onCurrentElementChange (event)
{
if ((WAF.directory.currentUserBelongsTo("Payroll")) ||
(WAF.directory.currentUserBelongsTo("Manager")) ||
(WAF.directory.currentUserBelongsTo("Administrator")))
{
$$('combobox2').show();
...
} else {
if ((waf.sources.pTO_Request.status !== "pending")
&& (waf.sources.pTO_Request.status !== "requested"))
{
$$('combobox2').hide();
...
} else {
$$('combobox2').show();
...
}
}
};
If you open up the Browser debugger you can see that calling the currentUserBelongsTo( ) method of the Directory object causes a trip to the
server each time:
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Caching Our Calls to the Directory at Login
Since the groups that a user is a member of will not change during their session in our application we can create two variables:
currentUserIsManagement and currentUserIsEmployee and assign them values when the user logs in:

var currentUserIsManagement = false,
currentUserIsEmployee = false;
if (WAF.directory.loginByPassword(loginName, password)) {
if ((WAF.directory.currentUserBelongsTo("Payroll")) ||
(WAF.directory.currentUserBelongsTo("Manager")) ||
(WAF.directory.currentUserBelongsTo("Administrator")))
{
currentUserIsManagement = true;
} else if (WAF.directory.currentUserBelongsTo("Employee")) {
currentUserIsEmployee = true;
}
}
Later, we reset them when the user logs out:

if (WAF.directory.logout()) {
currentUserIsManagement = false;
currentUserIsEmployee = false;
}
We can then just reference these variables when we need to determine if the current user is a member of the management group or not:

pTO_RequestEvent.onCurrentElementChange = function pTO_RequestEvent_onCurrentElementChange (event)
{
if (currentUserIsManagement) {
$$('combobox2').show();
...
} else {
if ((waf.sources.pTO_Request.status !== "pending")
&& (waf.sources.pTO_Request.status !== "requested"))
{
$$('combobox2').hide();
...
} else {
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$$('combobox2').show();
...
}
}
};
After making this change, we no longer see calls to the Directory object on the server when a user selects a PTO Request from the Grid:

In Conclusion
As you develop your Wakanda application, it is a good practice to open the browser developer tools network panel and note the calls that WAF is
making to the server to see if there are any optimizations you can make to improve your application’s performance.

Printing a Page as a PDF
by Ibtissam Omalla
Wakanda can export Web pages as PDFs (Portable Document Format). This file format is ideal for easily sharing files with others.
Wakanda has integrated the "wkhtmltopdf" service, which is an open-source shell written in C++ and distributed under the GNU Lesser General
Public License. This service allows the user to convert any given web page (HTML) to an image (of type .jpg, .png, etc.) or document (PDF). The
"wkhtmltopdf" service relies on the WebKit layout engine to render web pages through a library written for Qt (QtWebKit). WebKit is an
open-source layout engine that powers Google Chrome and Apple Safari.
Configuring the service
In the latest version of Wakanda, you must first add the "wkhtmltopdf" service to your project's settings. To do so:
1. Open your Project's settings and click on the Source button.
2. In the XML file before the </settings> tag, add the following line:

<service name="print" modulePath="services/print" enabled="true" autoStart="true"/>
The XML code appears as shown below:
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3. Click on the Design button and you will see this service at the bottom of your Project's settings file:

Printing techniques
You can print a Page as a PDF from either:
a Web browser or
an SSJS file.
In both cases, the PDF file generated is placed in your project's WebFolder.
Printing a PDF from the browser

To print a PDF from the browser, you can use a URL like the one shown below:
http://127.0.0.1:8081/print?report=pageName.waPage/&output=pdfName.pdf
For example, if you have an Index page that you want to print as "NewPDF.pdf", you'd write:
http://127.0.0.1:8081/print?report=/index.waPage/&output=/NewPDF.pdf
If the PDF was created successfully, A message appears in your browser:
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Printing a PDF from an SSJS file

You can create a server-side JavaScript file containing our Common JS print module. To do so, create a JavaScript file outside of the WebFolder
and include the following code:

var printer = require('print');
printer.toPdf({
// The report property contains the page name
// The output property contains the name of the PDF file
report: "/index.waPage/",
output: "/newPDF.pdf"
});
Run the code from the Code Editor. In the Output area, a message appears indicating that the PDF was created successfully:

Handling events for your Page from an external JavaScript file
by Melinda Gallo
Since Wakanda 4, you can add a client-side JavaScript file to your Page and intercept events for the actual Page or the widgets it contains.
Here are a few of the benefits for using an external client-side JavaScript (CSJS) file:
Handle events for Pages and widgets in one JavaScript file instead of in each Page's associated JavaScript file,
Create event handlers for widgets even if the event isn't available for the widget in the Events tab, and
Bypass using the GUI Designer to create event handlers for your Pages and widgets.
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WAF.addListener() function

You must use the WAF.addListener() function to handle the Page's or widget's events. This function has the following parameters:
Parameter

Type

Description

"document" or widget ID

String

For the actual page, you pass "document" or you pass the widget's ID

event

String

Event name as shown in the tables below

function

Function

Function in which to write the code to execute for your event

event parameter

You can refer to the event lists for Wakanda's widgets in the Widget events and WYSIWYG Editor events paragraphs. You can also intercept
other jQuery events as those listed in the jQuery API.
The Page, which is defined as "document", has the following two events:
Name

Description

onLoad

On Load

onorientationchange

On Orientation Change (for mobile devices only)

Wrap event in WAF.onAfterInit

It is suggested to wrap your calls to the WAF.addListener() function in WAF.onAfterInit so that you are certain that the widgets on the page
are ready.

WAF.onAfterInit = function() {
WAF.addListener("button1", "click", function(event) {
//put your code here
});
WAF.addListener("document", "onLoad", function(event) {
//put your code here
});
};
Client-side JavaScript file

The client-side JavaScript (CSJS) file must be in your WebFolder and added to your Page as described in the Scripts paragraph.
Even if you have added events to your Page or widgets from the GUI Designer, you can add other events in your CSJS file. The order in which
they are called depends on the order they are listed in the Scripts section in the Properties tab for your Page or the order in which they are
declared in the source of your HTML file.
Example
In this example, we define an event for widgets on our page in the external CSJS file included with any Page in our project.
You can write the following code to create an event handler for multiple widgets in an array:

WAF.onAfterInit = function() {
var buttonsOnPage=["button1","button2"]; //widget IDs to create an event for
for (var buttonID in buttonsOnPage) {
WAF.addListener(buttonsOnPage[buttonID], "click", function(event) {
console.log("User clicked on the "+ this.id +" button.");
});
};
};
Example
In the following example, we intercept the On Load event for the Page so that we can load a different Web Component in the Component
widget on each Page if the user has logged in or not to our Web application:

WAF.onAfterInit = function() {
WAF.addListener("document", "onLoad", function(event) {
var userLoggedIn = WAF.directory.currentUser();
if(userLoggedIn != null) {
username = userLoggedIn.fullName; //get the user's full name to display
//in the component below as long as "username" is declared as a global Variable datasource
$$("component1").loadComponent("/loggedIn.waComponent");
} else {
$$("component1").loadComponent("/login.waComponent");
}
});
};
Example
This example executes code for the "On Mouse Move" event for a Component widget, which is not available in the GUI Designer for this widget:

WAF.onAfterInit = function() {
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WAF.addListener("component1", "mousemove", function(event) {
console.log("User moved mouse over the Component widget.");
});
});
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